Pick up more—Put them into play faster

with the RANGE ACE

Using resilient aluminum discs and a unique ball guide pin system*, the Range Ace is designed for maximum picking effectiveness. Users freely state that the Range Ace is better by far than any other picker on the market for efficiency, price and durability. Available in any number of 5' combination widths.

AQUA QUEEN

underwater ball retriever

Efficiently designed to outperform all other known underwater ball retrievers both in number of balls pulled and ease of operation. Ask for a free trial.

*patent pending

For information, write or call: Hollrock Engineering

51 Longview Drive, Simsbury, Connecticut 06070 (203) 658-5340
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The manufacturer of the widely used Brouwer sod harvester

INTRODUCES P.T.O. DRIVEN MOWER

Easily Towed Without Carrying Conveyance

Light Weight

Simple Construction

No Heavy Gear Boxes

Reduces Wheel Tracks

Only Requires 25 H.P. Tractor

Cuts 138" Wide

3 Or 5 Gang

BROUWER TURF EQUIPMENT LTD.

R.R. 1, Keswick, Ontario, Canada, L4P 3C8

(416) 476-4311
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Big Tent Rent Companies Entice More Under Canvas

Clubs and club managers should have more companies to choose from and better pricing in the big tent renting field for special occasions and parties at country clubs.

Canvas Products Association International told GOLFDOM the business was a $19 million market last year as more concerns have begun using the service.

Bernard Armbruster, president of Armbruster Manufacturing Co., Springfield, Ill. expects his retail business to increase 25 percent more next year. While fair and carnival tent-renting ebbs, social functions have shown steady growth. Danville Tent and Awning Co., Danville, Ill., says tent weddings gained in popularity.

Superintendent's Success Depends on Club Mechanic

Labor and its costs has become a problem at golf courses. Clubs have insisted the superintendent better manicure his course with the same amount of labor, according to Dr. A. J. Powell, extension turf specialist at V.P.I.

This has influenced equipment companies to produce labor-saving equipment and certainly has influenced the superintendent to purchase this equipment. Because of the small sales potential, this equipment has been expensive, but because of the labor problem, worth the money.

Because of the large equipment inventory at every club, qualified mechanics play musical chairs more than the superintendents. A mechanic that fits within the price structure of a golf course is a highly important individual and a rare commodity. It may be that we are presently seeing that the capabilities and quality of the mechanic influences to a large degree the success of the superintendent, Dr. Powell reported in the newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Association of Golf Course Superintendents.

When things go wrong, Dr. Powell said, the superintendent
should not always point the finger at somebody else. He suggest the superintendent look at his equipment operation.

Do you have a qualified mechanic? Do you properly maintain your equipment? Can the mechanic or yourself properly identify components parts in the machine? When you call the equipment company or make an official order, do you always record the part numbers correctly? Do you always complete the list of parts you need? How can you be haphazard in your ordering procedure and yet be so critical of the haphazardness of the supply? You should always insist that you have an up-to-date parts list and every order should be made from that parts list by number and quantity rather than trying to identify the appearance of the piece over the phone to a salesman.

Also, be truthful with the salesman, Dr. Powell urges. Cooperate with them. Become friends with all salesmen, but do not become obligated to any. Do not always expect the lowest price. Buy the equipment you have confidence in.

Another problem is time. Do not wait until the last minute to make equipment purchases and part orders. Keep as much of your parts inventory as possible. Develop a system of paper work in which you can keep a list of parts needed and parts expected to be needed shortly.

Superintendent Membership Doubles in Last 12 Years

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of America passed the 4,000 membership mark in June, doubling the mark in the past 12 years.

The national association was formed in 1926. That was 10 years after the Professional Golfers' Association began and a few months before the Club Managers Association of America was formed in Chicago. There had been active regional groups of greenkeepers in New England, Chicago and other localities before the national organization of the men in charge of course maintenance was started in Cleveland with John Morley of Youngstown Country Club in Ohio as president.